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Chairperson Fudge, Ranking Member Davis, and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for
the opportunity to speak about the impact of Covid-19 on Voting Rights and Election
Administration. The Brennan Center for Justice — a nonpartisan law and policy institute that
focuses on democracy and justice — appreciates the opportunity to discuss the critical issue of
how to ensure that the Covid-19 crisis does not interfere with the ability of any American to
participate in safe and fair elections this year.
There is no question that the Covid-19 pandemic presents a difficult and, in many ways,
unprecedented challenge to elections in 2020. Given that we do not know when the pandemic
will end or even how pervasive it will be this fall, we must take steps now to ensure that every
American can vote freely and safely this year. The Brennan Center has offered a detailed plan
(attached as Appendix A) to do that, and many states have begun to adopt our recommendations.
Unfortunately, this plan requires additional resources, at a time when states and localities are
facing cratering budgets. It is for this reason that the Brennan Center has urged Congress to
provide $4 billion in support to states, and in particular the local election jurisdictions who will
bear the brunt of the cost associated with protecting our democracy this fall.
Ensuring fair and safe elections this year requires five steps: (1) preparing for changes in the way
voters register, including expanding the capacity of on-line voter registration systems; (2)
increasing the capacity and security of the mail ballot system, and providing every voter with the
option of using that system; (3) taking additional steps to ensure that all Americans can vote
safely in person; (4) implementing cybersecurity measures made necessary as a result of

changes caused by the pandemic; and (5) educating voters about all of the above changes so they
can cast their ballots with confidence.
Since it became apparent that Covid-19 was likely to upend American elections in 2020, the
Brennan Center has spoken to dozens of election officials around the country. Without
exception, and regardless of political party, these officials are working to make the changes
necessary to ensure their voters can participate in free, fair and safe elections. But more often
than not, they do not have the resources to do so.
While Congress has provided $400 million to help states and localities make these changes, this
is a drop in the bucket compared to what is needed. Indeed, based on our interviews with election
officials and vendors, we estimate that approximately ten times that amount is necessary.1 While
the election is still a few months away, that money is needed now. We urge Congress to provide
additional support immediately.
Below, I detail some of the most important items needed to ensure fair and safe elections this
fall.
I.

Preparing for Changes in Voter Registrations, Especially Increased Use of Online Voter Registration

In the months and weeks before every presidential election, millions of Americans update their
voter registration information or register to vote for the first time. Covid-19 will severely disrupt
this process, creating barriers for Americans to submit timely registration applications and
updates, threatening the ability of millions of Americans to cast a ballot that will count, and
preventing our voter rolls from being as accurate as possible.
A large percentage of registration activity happens at government offices or through registration
drives.2 But with both of these options severely limited by social distancing requirements,
several states have already seen a large decline in voter registration activity.3
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As we get closer to the presidential election, more citizens will turn to on-line voter registration
(“OVR”) systems or mail applications to register or update their information. In both cases,
states will need to invest to handle the additional volume of registrations that come through these
methods.
In particular, to accommodate the surge in OVR activity, many states will need to expand the
capacities of their existing systems, and some states will need to create an online option for
voters for the first time.4 While some states such as Pennsylvania are already making some of
these needed upgrades,5 others may require more resources before this is feasible — full
upgrades with proper load and security testing could easily run in the tens of millions of dollars
nationwide.6 It is urgent that states begin to take these steps as soon as possible; building or
increasing capacity for online systems can take months, and jurisdictions can expect registration
rates to begin increasing around August and peak in early to mid-October, in advance of state
voter registration deadlines.7 In 2016, Virginia’s online voter registration crashed due to a surge
in traffic on the last day to register to vote.8 With more people relying on online voter services
this year than ever before, failure to bolster and test voter registration systems will likely result in
more system crashes and lost registration information, potentially disenfranchising voters.9
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II.

Increasing the Capacity and Security of Mail Voting

As debate over the merits of mail voting has raged in some corners of Washington DC, an
important fact has been lost: the vast majority of states already have no-excuse absentee voting,
and Americans have already chosen to vote by mail in record numbers this year. Even before
Covid-19 hit the United States, 34 states allowed voters to cast a mail ballot without an excuse.10
Of the 16 states that normally require an excuse to cast a mail ballot, at least 12 have relaxed
restrictions for upcoming elections due to Covid-19.11 This means that in total, 46 states will
allow all voters to cast their ballot by mail for at least one election in 2020.
And, in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, unprecedented numbers of voters are choosing this
option. In Wisconsin’s primary, 62% of all voters cast their ballot by mail during the April
primary.12 In total, close to a million ballots were cast by mail — more than five times the
number of ballots cast in the 2016 general election and the most mail ballots ever cast in any
Wisconsin election.13 In Nebraska, around 85% of all voters cast a mail ballot during the May
primary election.14 Despite being held in the middle of a pandemic, the 2020 Nebraska primary
broke a 48-year-old record for most ballots cast in a primary election.15 In Pennsylvania, around
1.8 million voters requested an absentee ballot before the deadline for the June 2 primary —
more than 16 times as many requests as the primary four years ago.16 In Georgia, voters had
already requested more than 1.5 million absentee ballots three weeks prior to election day,17 “a
more than five-fold increase over 2016.”18
Of course, the fact that the vast majority of Americans will have the right to cast a ballot by mail
does not mean they will be able to do so. Particularly in states that have not historically had high
10
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mail turnout, there are many challenges to ensuring a free and fair election that is largely
conducted by mail.
These challenges were on display in recent elections. In Wisconsin, election offices were forced
to work around the clock to process absentee ballot requests, and some offices had to recruit four
to five times as many staff members as they would normally have for this task.19 But even with
these efforts, some voters reported delays in receiving ballots or never receiving ballots at all.20
In Ohio, Secretary of State LaRose reported that first-class mail was taking seven to nine days to
deliver election-related mail rather than the expected one to three days,21 meaning that some
applications were not received or processed soon enough for voters to receive their ballots in
time for the election.22
Perhaps the biggest question we face this November is not whether voters will be allowed to vote
by mail (the vast majority will), but whether states and localities will have the resources to
ensure that an election where so many vote by mail is conducted freely and fairly. The good
news is we have decades worth of experience in the United States conducting elections with high
mail ballot turnout. Indeed, approximately one-quarter of voters cast mail ballots in the last two
federal elections, with mail ballots representing the majority of ballots in several states.23 These
states point the way to ensuring that elections with high mail balloting can be conducted fairly
and securely.
The measures that must be put in place to ensure success include: (1) implementing or improving
online absentee ballot application tools, as states like Kentucky, Ohio and Pennsylvania are
doing or hoping to do in the near future;24 (2) purchasing, printing and mailing sufficient
numbers of absentee ballot applications, as well as multi-part envelope “kits” which include mail
19

Wisconsin Elections Commission, April 7, 2020 Absentee Voting Report, May 15, 2020, 13–15,
https://elections.wi.gov/sites/elections.wi.gov/files/2020-05/May%2020%2C%202020.Final_.pdf.
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2020, https://www.ohiosos.gov/globalassets/media-center/news/2020/2020-04-24.pdf.
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https://www.daytondailynews.com/news/local/local-voters-didn-get-requested-ballots-changes-called-fornovember/tfn0q4MUbxoHEAVNrXY2nL/.
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Kentucky, Apr. 24, 2020, https://governor.ky.gov/attachments/20200424_Executive-Order_2020-296_SOE-Relating-toElections.pdf; Karen Kasler, “Ohio Secretary Of State: Voters Should Be Able To Request Absentee Ballots Online,”
WOSU Public Media, May 6, 2020, https://radio.wosu.org/post/ohio-secretary-state-voters-should-be-able-request-absenteeballots-online#stream/0; Sam Ruland, “Pa. will now let voters apply for absentee ballots online: Here's what you need to
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ballots, return envelopes and instructions; (3) purchasing high speed scanners to count mail
ballots, where needed (particularly in larger jurisdictions); (4) hiring additional staff to process
mail ballot applications and mail ballots; and (5) conducting absentee ballot education and
outreach for the many voters who will be using this voting method for the first time.
Some have raised concerns about whether we can trust elections where a high percentage of
Americans vote by mail. We know from history that we can. Members of our military have been
voting by mail since at least the Civil War, proving that this option can effectively prevent
disenfranchisement in times of disruption.25 In more recent years, mail voting has expanded and
even become the primary means of voting in parts of the country. Since 2000, more than 250
million votes have been cast via mailed-out ballots in all 50 states.26 Over that time fraud rates
have remained infinitesimally small.27
States that conduct elections primarily by mail use multiple tools to ensure the security and
integrity of their systems, and we should provide all states with the resources to ensure they can
implement these effectively nationwide. These tools include identity verification, adoption of
secure electronic absentee ballot request technology, use of ballot tracking software, bar codes,
postal tracking and secure drop boxes, postelection audits, and using polling places as failsafes
for voters who have not received their ballots on time. A fuller discussion of the methods used to
secure mail balloting is attached (Appendix B).
III.

Taking Steps to Ensure In-person Voting Can Be Conducted Safely

Of course, many American will need or want to vote in person this fall.28 We must ensure that
these voters can do so freely and safely, while also protecting the workers who operate the polls.
Among other costs associated with ensuring polling places are as safe as possible, jurisdictions
will need to (1) supply personal protective equipment for poll workers, along with hand sanitizer,
gloves and cleaning supplies for the polling places; (2) provide supplies such as plexiglass
sneeze guards, floor markings, and single-use pens to minimize contact between voters and
workers, and (3) arrange for curbside voting for voters who cannot safely enter the polling place.

25

Alex Seitz-Wald, “How do you know voting by mail works? The U.S. military’s done it since the Civil War,” NBC News, Apr.
19, 2020, https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-election/how-do-you-know-voting-mail-works-u-s-military-n1186926.
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Wendy R. Weiser and Harold Ekeh, “The False Narrative of Vote-by-Mail Fraud,” Brennan Center for Justice, Apr. 10, 2020,
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Jurisdictions will also need to hire additional poll workers and in some cases pay them more than
they have in the past to overcome day-of-absences due to Covid-19 and fear of the virus.29 Some
states have already taken measures to ensure this does not happen in upcoming elections. For
example, Secretary Merrill of Alabama has allocated CARES Act money for poll worker pay
increases in Alabama.30 Many other Secretaries, including Secretary Pate of Iowa, have launched
extensive poll worker recruitment efforts to guard against poll worker shortages in the fall.31
Election officials will face many additional costs as they implement measures to reduce polling
place density and assist voters who cannot safely enter polling places. These measures include
expanding early voting, as Texas has done ahead of its July primary runoffs;32 replacing and
modifying current polling places to allow for social distancing;33 and implementing or expanding
curbside voting, especially for voters with disabilities or illnesses who may not be able to leave
their vehicles.34
29

Poll worker shortages have already led to substantial polling place closures in many states. See e.g., “Local Consolidated
Polling Locations Announced For Pennsylvania Primary Election,” CBS Pittsburgh, May 15, 2020,
https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2020/05/15/where-to-vote-allegheny-county/; Jonathan Lai, “Philly will have way fewer
polling places for next month’s primary because of coronavirus. Find yours here.,” Philadelphia Inquirer, May 12, 2020,
https://www.inquirer.com/politics/election/philadelphia-new-polling-places-2020-primary-20200512.html; Carl Hessler Jr.,
“Montgomery County officials reduce polling places under 'pandemic election plan',” Mercury, May 12, 2020,
https://www.pottsmerc.com/news/montgomery-county-officials-reduce-polling-places-under-pandemic-electionplan/article_925f3e3e-93a8-11ea-8c91-2369be893bb1.html; John Mccormack, “Why Were Only Five Polling Places Open
in Milwaukee This Week?,” National Review, Apr. 10, 2020, https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/04/wisconsin-electionmilwaukee-did-not-have-enough-polling-places/; Hal Dardick, “Chicago-area election judges dropping out, polling places
closing amid coronavirus fears,” Chicago Tribune, Mar. 14, 2020, https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/breaking/ctcoronavirus-chicago-cook-suburbs-election-judges-20200314-x3l24gcuyra3djtgnm6uvsl7oe-story.html.
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https://www.cleveland.com/open/2020/03/ohio-offering-curbside-voting-loosening-absentee-voting-rules-for-quarantinedand-hospitalized-due-to-coronavirus.html; Libby Denkmann, “Drive-Thru Democracy? California May Expand Curbside
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IV.

Implementing Additional Cybersecurity Measures

Amidst all of the changes that election officials must make over the next five months to ensure
that Americans can vote safely this fall, the United States still faces the threat of hostile nation
state actors who seek to undermine the integrity of American elections. Indeed, Federal
intelligence agencies continue to warn that “Russia, China, Iran, and other foreign malicious
actors all will seek to interfere in the voting process or influence voter perceptions.”35 As the
recent chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence noted after that committee put
out its April 2020 assessment of Russian interference in American elections, “With the 2020
presidential election approaching, it’s more important than ever that we remain vigilant against
the threat of interference from hostile foreign actors.”36 Meanwhile, last week, the National
Security Agency warned that a Russian intelligence unit that partook in attacks against our
elections in 2016 is once again engaged in an e-mail hacking campaign this year.37
Unfortunately, as state and local election officials have faced new, unexpected expenses related
to running safe elections during the Covid-19 pandemic, many have been forced to redirect funds
that should have been used for election security improvements.38
At the same time, there are new security vulnerabilities that we face as a result of having to
modify the way we run elections this year. Many election officials’ work must continue despite
social distancing recommendations, limits on nonessential travel, building closures, and public
health concerns. To do so, many local election officials have staff who need to work at home or
in temporary office space for periods of time throughout the election cycle. Working remotely
presents significant security risks as malicious actors seek to exploit weaker networks and

Voting For November,” Laist, Apr. 13, 2020, https://laist.com/latest/post/20200413/california-curbside-voting-novemberelection-absentee-ballots-coronavirus.
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Federal Bureau of Investigation, “Joint Statement from DOJ, DOD, DHS, DNI, FBI, NSA, and CISA on Ensuring Security of
2020 Elections,” Nov. 5, 2019, https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/joint-statement-from-doj-dod-dhs-dni-fbinsa-and-cisa-on-ensuring-security-of-2020-elections.
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Richard Burr, U.S. Senator for North Carolina, “Senate Intel Releases New Report on Intel Community Assessment of Russian
Interference,” Apr. 21, 2020, https://www.burr.senate.gov/press/releases/senate-intel-releases-new-report-on-intelcommunity-assessment-of-russian-interference.
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https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/nsa-has-warning-russia-s-most-infamous-hackers-are-still-n1216541.
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general disruption in routine. Around the country, officials are investing in measures and calling
for additional resources to ensure that this activity is conducted as securely as possible.39
In addition to these measures, we should be taking extra steps to bolster the security of new and
expanded on-line voter registration, mail ballot application and other information systems, which
we will rely upon far more than we could have expected a mere three months ago.40
Finally, it will be even more critical to take steps to secure state and local voter registration
databases. The Department of Homeland Security reported that Russia likely performed
reconnaissance on voter registration databases in all 50 states to identify vulnerabilities in
2016.41 While a resilient voter registration database is always important, it is especially crucial
when large numbers of voters receive their ballots by mail. The accuracy of address lists and
other voter registration data impacts whether voters receive their mail ballot request forms, mail
ballots, and notices from the election offices, as well as whether they can effectively use tools
such as online mail ballot requests. Furthermore, once ballots are mailed in, these lists are used
for signature matching and other verification mechanisms. If the data is incorrect, voters could
show up at the polling place only to be told they have already voted by mail and must cast a
provisional ballot
There are many more cybersecurity steps election officials will need to take in the coming weeks
and months. The Brennan Center will provide a detailed list of these steps in a report we plan to
issue later this week, entitled “Preparing for Cyberattacks and Technical Failures During the
Covid-19 Pandemic.”
V.

More Resources Are Needed

In March, as part of the CARES Act, Congress gave states $400 million to protect the upcoming
presidential and federal elections from any Covid-19 related disruptions.42 While this was an
important start, it is insufficient, given the massive changes that are necessary to ensure free, fair
and safe elections this year.
Based on interviews with election officials and vendors, the Brennan Center has estimated the
national cost of implementing its full set of recommendations for running safe and secure
39

National Governors Association, “Coalition Letter Addressing Cybersecurity And IT Infrastructure Needs Due To COVID19,” Apr. 28, 2020, https://www.nga.org/policy-communications/letters-nga/coalition-letter-cybersecurity-it-covid19/.

40

See forthcoming report Preparing for Cyberattacks and Technical Problems During the Covid-19 Pandemic: A Guide for
Election Officials, Brennan Center for Justice, Jun. 5, 2020.

41

Sean Gallagher, “DHS, FBI say election systems in all 50 states were targeted in 2016,” Ars Technica, Apr. 10, 2019,
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2019/04/dhs-fbi-say-election-systems-in-50-states-were-targeted-in-2016/.

42

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Public Law No: 116-136 (2020).
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elections in 2020 at approximately $4 billion. (Appendix C). Working in conjunction with the R
Street Institute, Alliance for Securing Democracy and the University of Pittsburgh Institute for
Cyber Law, Policy and Security, we separately interviewed election officials in five states —
Georgia, Michigan Missouri, Ohio and Pennsylvania — as a case study to determine the steps
they were taking, and would like to take, to ensure free, fair and safe elections in 2020 during the
Covid-19 pandemic. (Appendix D). Based on those interviews, we calculated the cost of these
additional steps and found in the aggregate that the federal funds represented just 12% of the
minimum amount these states would need to implement those steps. It is clear that more
resources are needed.43 And election officials agree, as multiple states associations,44 plus 139
individual local election officials from both parties have signed letters urging Congress to
provide them with more resources to run safe and fair elections this fall (Appendix E).
Just as importantly, time is running out to ensure those needed resources can make a difference.
As detailed in a report issued by the Brennan Center called “Deadlines for Running A Safe
Election” (Appendix F), states implementing new online voter registration and on-line mail
ballot application systems should have begun that process in May if they want them to be
effective by late summer, when demand for them is likely to increase. For ballot printing and
mail ballot “envelope kits,” orders should be made this month, and certainly no later than July.
And even though some items — such as extra election workers to process mail ballot
applications or personal protective equipment for poll workers — can wait to be paid for until
later in the year, having the money now will allow election officials to plan appropriately and
reduce work and stress during what is going to be an exceptionally challenging summer and fall.
Conclusion
While there is no question that COVID-19 presents new and difficult challenges to administering
fair and safe elections this year, these challenges are not insurmountable. The United States has
managed to administer elections during difficult times before, from the Civil War to the Great
Depression to Hurricane Katrina. The Brennan Center’s extensive conversations with election
officials around the country over the past two months have left me confident they know what
needs to be done to ensure their voters can vote freely and safely this fall. It is critical that
Congress act now to ensure that they have the resources to do so.

43

See Howard and Tisler, Ensuring Safe Elections.

44

Brennan Center for Justice, “Election Officials’ Support for Additional Federal Funding,” May 11, 2020,
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/election-officials-support-additional-federal-funding.
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